
VINTAGE 
2017 
 
REGION 
Barossa Valley, South Australia

GRAPE VARIETIES 
Shiraz 100%
 
HARVEST DATE 
6th March, 13th March - 2017
 
MATURATION 
12 months in Nomblot Concrete Egg
 
WINEMAKER 
Dan Standish

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Alcohol: 14.4%  |  pH: NA  |  Acidity: NA  |  750mL

WINEMAKING NOTES
Whole bunches were refrigerated for 48 hours before being 
foot stomped and cool-fermented without inoculation.  
Maturation on gross lees in Noblot concrete egg followed. 
The wine was only racked to bottle.The earlier picking has 
resulted in intense blue fruit characters and lifted  
savoury aromatics that had us all thinking Saint-Joseph. 
The lees contact has contributed a remarkable textural 
creaminess. Far removed from the Barossa Shiraz 
stereotype, fruit sweetness is wound right back, and  
without any American or French oak contribution, the wine 
is a very pure expression of the vineyard. 
 
CELLARING POTENTIAL 
10+ Years

ABOUT OTHERNESS
Otherness is a project representing a series of winemaking 
collaborations between esteemed local winemakers and Grant 
Dickson. The Otherness brief is pretty simple: Let’s make 
wines together that we want to drink rather than wines 
that we know we can sell.

T R I S T A N  C H O R D  S H I R A Z

This is my second collaboration with Dan Standish, and follows on from the bunchy, Campariesque 2015 ‘An Ill 
Wind’ Mataro Grenache. Dan is well known as former chief winemaker at Torbreck and should be even better 

known for his Standish wines, which, without exception are defined by a relentless search for perfection. Dan’s 
wines have evolved over the years into very pure expressions of singular Barossa sites. The evolution of style 

and increasing finesse parallels his ongoing pursuit of international vinous knowledge and understanding.
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